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Abstract
Master protocol, categorized as basket trial, umbrella trial or platform trial, is an innovative clinical trial framework that aims 
to expedite clinical drug development, enhance trial efficiency, and eventually bring medicines to patients faster. Despite a 
clear uptake on the advantages in the concepts and designs, master protocols are still yet to be widely used. Part of that may 
be due to the fact that the master protocol framework comes with the need for new statistical designs and considerations 
for analyses and operational challenges. In this article, we provide an overview of the master protocol framework, unify the 
definitions with some examples, review the statistical methods for the designs and analyses, and focus our discussions on 
some practical considerations and recommendations of master protocols to help practitioners better design and implement 
such studies.
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Introduction

The past decades have witnessed a massive revolution of 
biomedical technology. Consequently, the development of 
innovative treatment has benefited from the breakthrough 
of these modern biotechnologies. Meanwhile, the challenges 
of limiting participant exposure to potentially inferior drugs, 
shortening development cycles, and lowering drug devel-
opment costs have emerged along with numerous exciting 
potential treatments/therapies. With these inspirations in 
mind, ASA Biopharmaceutical (BIOP) Section Oncology 
Scientific Working Group (SWG) chartered a sub-team on 
Master Protocols to explore statistical designs and analysis 
methods with such an innovative framework.

Master protocol, classified as basket trials, umbrella trials 
or platform trials, refers to a type of trial designs that test 
multiple therapies, either individually or in combination, 
and/or multiple diseases in parallel under a single overarch-
ing protocol, without a need to develop individual protocols 
for every sub-study [1]. Such an innovative framework can 
bring lots of advantages to drug development. First, the use 
of master protocols enhances operational efficiency because 
the same infrastructure is developed and implemented for 
multiple sub-studies, including site selection, patient screen-
ing, data management, investigational review board (IRB)/
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ethical committee, and trial monitoring committee. Liu [2] 
demonstrated using statistical models that the variation of 
efficacy outcome comparison would be reduced when using 
a same set of sites in a master protocol. Master protocol 
trials’ ability to include multiple diseases or multiple bio-
markers/populations also enables recruiting broader patient 
populations compared to traditional clinical trials that only 
accommodate one disease/biomarker, and therefore reduce 
the overall screen failure rate and increase the efficiency of 
the trial, especially for rare diseases. The NCI-COG pediat-
ric MATCH (Molecular Analysis for Therapy Choice) trial 
(NCT03155620) is an example [3].

Secondly, utilizing master protocol with a common con-
trol could save patient resource and make the trial more 
appealing to participants as individual participant would 
have a higher chance being randomized to an experimental 
arm. For example, to evaluate treatment for patients with 
advanced renal cell carcinoma, five clinical trials were con-
ducted almost simultaneously [4–8], evaluating pembroli-
zumab, avelumab, nivolumab, atezolizumab and lenvatinib 
in combination with another agent, respectively, with Suni-
tinib as the same choice of control. A master protocol evalu-
ating all five combination treatments with a common control 
could have required fewer control arm patients.

Lastly, information borrowing across sub-studies could 
be made available in such trials through innovative statisti-
cal methods. Saville and Berry [9] and Hobbs et al. [10] 
conducted simulations to quantitatively demonstrate the effi-
ciencies of platform clinical trials compared to traditional 
trials when borrowing information across sub-studies. The 
increased efficiencies resulting from the special features of 
the master protocol framework may reduce patient burden, 
expedite drug development, reduce cost, increase stake-
holder (e.g., regulatory, payers, sponsors) engagement and 
in turn, improve patient care.

Given these advantages of the master protocol frame-
work, such a design becomes more popular recently during 
the COVID pandemic as the fastest path to evaluate COVID-
19 treatment simultaneously. Examples of master protocols 
on COVID-19 treatment are (1) RECOVERY (Randomized 
Evaluation of COVID-19 Therapy) Trial (NCT04381936) 
[11], (2) I-SPY COVID trial (NCT04488081) [12], (3) and 
COMMUNITY (COVID-19 Multiple Agents and Modula-
tors Unified Industry Members) Trial (NCT04590586) [13].

Terminology and Overview of Three Types of Master 
Protocol Trials

The definitions for basket trial and umbrella trial are mostly 
consistent in the literatures, though the definition of platform 
trial are somehow different [14–17] and can be confusing to 
audience. We provide our definition of platform trial below 
while keeping the definitions of basket trial and umbrella 

trial consistent with literatures aiming to be clearer and 
comprehensive:

Basket Trial

A master protocol designed to evaluate a single investiga-
tional drug or drug combination in different disease popula-
tions defined by disease stage, histology, number of prior 
therapies, genetic or other biomarkers, or demographic 
characteristics is commonly referred to as a basket trial 
[1]. Examples include: (1) A BRAF V600 study evaluating 
vemurafenib in multiple nonmelanoma cancers with BRAF 
V600 mutations (NCT01524978) [18]; (2) KEYNOTE-158 
evaluating pembrolizumab in patients with various types of 
advanced solid tumors who have progressed on standard of 
care of therapy (NCT02628067) [19–21]; (3) NAVIGATE 
evaluating larotrectinib for the treatment of advanced solid 
tumors harboring a fusion of neurotrophic tyrosine receptor 
kinase (NTRK) of types 1–3 (NCT02576431) [22].

Umbrella Trial

A master protocol designed to evaluate multiple investi-
gational drugs administered as individual drugs or as drug 
combinations in a single disease population are commonly 
referred to as an umbrella trial [1]. For example, ALCHE-
MIST (NCT04267848, etc.) is a series of umbrella trials 
conducted by the National Cancer Institute for patients with 
NSCLC with EGFR mutation or ALK gene [23].

Platform Trial

A master protocol designed to incorporate design features 
of both the basket and umbrella trials, or with focus on the 
perpetual manner of a basket or/and umbrella trial, are com-
monly referred to as a platform trial.

We propose the terminology of platform trials aiming to 
cover the rest of the master protocol design scenarios when 
they are not strictly covered by basket trials or umbrella tri-
als. Under this definition, platform trials may be conducted 
in a perpetual manner, where multiple drugs and/or multiple 
disease populations can be added to the platform trial for 
investigation at different times. Example platform trials with 
the perpetual feature include, I- SPY 2 (NCT01042379) [24] 
and GBM-AGILE (NCT03970447) [25]. Some of the per-
petual trials may incorporate design features of both basket 
and umbrella trials, such as NCI-MATCH, which is also 
conducted in a perpetual manner. In some literatures, trials 
with this hybrid basket and umbrella feature are referred to 
matrix trials [26]. In practice, the most common type of plat-
form trial is an umbrella trial with perpetual manner. Since 
umbrella and platform trials share many common practical 
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attributes, they are discussed as platform trials in the remain-
der of this article.

Worth mentioning that, although platform trial initially 
started as cross pharmaceutical company collaborations, 
more and more individual pharmaceutical companies 
have set up platform trials to evaluate multiple combina-
tion therapies in the same disease in recent years. A few 
examples of such company sponsored trials are: MOPHEUS 
trials (NCT03193190, etc.) by Roche [27], which include 
a few phase 1b/II trials in different cancers. FRACTION 
(NCT02750514) sponsored by BMS [28], MSD sponsored 
KEYMAKER U01 (NSCLC; NCT04165798) [29] and 
U02 (melanoma; NCT04305054)  [30], Pfizer sponsored 
B8011011 (NSCLC; NCT04585815) [31], GSK sponsored 
platform study with NSCLC indication (NCT03739710) 
[32].

Structure of This Paper

While extensive efforts have been made by other authors to 
provide an overview of the master protocol framework with 
real-life examples [14–17], this article focuses on summariz-
ing practical considerations on the designs, implementation 
and registration of master protocol trials. In sections "Practi-
cal considerations for basket trials" and "Practical consid-
erations for umbrella/platform trials", we provide practical 
considerations for basket and umbrella/platform trials, while 
common statistical methods used in the design and analy-
sis are provided in the Supplementary Materials 1 and 2. 
Type I error control and multiplicity in confirmatory master 
protocols trials will also be discussed within each type of 
master protocol trials. Regulatory considerations are pro-
vided in section "Regulatory considerations", followed by 
conclusions.

Practical Considerations for Basket Trials

Compared to traditional clinical trial setting where different 
diseases with same treatment are studied in separate studies, 
treating patients from different diseases with same treatment 
allows efficacy and safety data be borrowed from different 
diseases within the same study for the evaluation of the same 
treatment. That is a major advantage of basket trials. Sup-
plementary Material 1 [10, 33–41] reviews various statistical 
methods for borrowing information across disease popula-
tions with some real-life applications. Before implementing 
the design of borrowing information across multiple dis-
eases, extensive evaluation of the operating characteristics 
and underlying assumptions is required. Careful review of 
the statistical properties to ensure adequate power and con-
trol of the false positive rate as well as potential bias in the 
estimation along with ancillary variables such as enrollment 

rates are required to design an efficient and robust study that 
fits the scientific needs of the trial. For example, each sub-
study may accrue patients at different speeds depending on 
their prevalence in the overall population. If the statistical 
analysis evaluating stopping rules depends on a hierarchi-
cal model that borrows information across indications, esti-
mations for sub-studies with small patient numbers could 
be heavily influenced by the population mean across the 
other groups in the trials, which could increase the false 
positive/negative rates in other sub-studies and the overall 
study. Therefore, when designing interim analysis decision 
rules, one may consider either a weighted approach so that 
each sub-study can be considered appropriately or enforce 
a minimal sample size requirement for each sub-study at 
the interim analysis. Due to different enrollment rates, the 
final analysis timing for each sub-study may also be differ-
ent. When a hierarchical model is used as the analysis, the 
decision for a completed sub-study should be considered 
“locked” at the time of its final analysis, and not have the 
final analysis results updated based on sub-studies that con-
tinue to accrue data.

Depending on the goal of the basket trial, different mul-
tiplicity considerations may be applied. If the purpose is 
to evaluate each disease population independently without 
borrowing data across disease populations, each disease 
population can be considered independent and has its own 
type I error rate [42]. Therefore, one may use the same type 
I error rate (usually two-sided 0.05 in a Phase 3 study) for 
each sub-study. Similarly, if rules of pooling do not depend 
on the study data, as long as the hypotheses testing after 
pooling are for mutually exclusive populations, multiplicity 
adjustment is not required. On the other hand, if the decision 
of pooling is based upon interim analysis results within the 
study, multiplicity adjustment is required at the final analy-
sis, due to the error inflation brought by the interim analysis. 
The pruning and pooling mentioned in the Supplementary 
Material 1 uses an analytical formula of type I error control 
at the interim analysis and final analysis with estimates from 
the correlation of test statistics at the interim and final analy-
sis [34, 43]. For other methods, if type I error control is not 
demonstrated analytically, or in Bayesian method where type 
I error is not part of the design features, detailed simulations 
with comprehensive scenarios are required to evaluate what 
the false positive rate (type I error) would be like.

In oncology, the concept of basket trials has been 
extended to Phase 1b/2 studies by including multiple tumor 
indications in the same study to establish PoC before further 
evaluation in the confirmatory setting. Confirmatory basket 
trials usually include patients based on a unique biomarker 
confirmatory, while the PoC type of basket trials are not nec-
essarily biomarker driven. KEYNOTE-028 (NCT02054806) 
[44] and Checkmate 032 (NCT01928394) [45] were PoC 
basket trials where the drug or the combination had been 
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evaluated in one or two lead tumor types before initiating 
the basket trial to broaden the efficacy exploration. If the 
basket trial is used as the first efficacy PoC clinical trial for 
the drug or combination, due to the limited understanding 
of the mechanism of action of the drug, tolerability, and 
unknown efficacy [46], a limited number of tumor types 
should be explored as the first wave before broadening the 
efficacy search. Chen et al. [47] evaluated the question “How 
many tumor indications should be initially screened?” using 
the cost–benefit model and concluded that approximately 
three to five tumor indications studied in the first wave for 
an efficacy PoC basket trial would be optimal.

Practical Considerations for Umbrella/
Platform Trials

Practical considerations for platform trials are discussed 
below, while statistical methods for common designs in 
umbrella and platform trials are provided in Supplementary 
Materials 2 [42, 48–59]. Throughout the rest of the section, 
we use the term platform trials for simplicity though most 
of the discussions here are applicable to both umbrella and 
platform trials.

Consideration of Control

It is recommended to include control in the platform trial 
in general for the accurate evaluation of treatment effect. 
However, decision to include a control arm in a platform 
trial would depend on the nature of the trial (exploratory 
versus confirmatory), the rarity of the disease, the availabil-
ity of the control and ethical considerations. For example, if 
a platform trial is set up to replace the traditional individual 
Phase 1b/2 efficacy proof-of-concept studies which are often 
designed as single-arm trials with small sample sizes and 
compared to the historical control, the platform trial may 
be conducted without a control arm when the uncertainty of 
historical data is small or when the expected treatment effect 
is large [60]. When uncertainty of historical data is large, 
control arm should be considered. While for confirmatory 
studies, including a control arm is usually required when-
ever feasible, to control the false positive rate and ensure the 
validity of the hypothesis testing. A platform trial without 
appropriate control arm can pose difficulties in assigning 
attribution of adverse events to multiple experimental agents 
or combinations in a trial [1], as well as determining the 
efficacy unless the effect is vastly superior to what has been 
seen historically depending on the endpoint and potential 
influences of patient selection bias, ascertainment bias, etc.

If control is needed in a platform trial, a common control 
for multiple experimental arms can increase the efficiency of 
the platform trial and make it more appealing to participants 

and sponsors. The choice of the common control is usually a 
standard of care (SoC) accepted by the regulatory agencies 
and medical communities. When a platform trial is set up 
in a perpetual manner and the platform trial would be open 
for many years, SoC may change when new experimental 
drugs are approved. As a result, the control arm in the same 
platform trial would need to be updated to the new SoC. 
For example, when the STAMPEDE trial (NCT00268476) 
opened in 2005, the SoC in this population was androgen 
deprivation therapy (ADT) only [61]. A few years later, the 
SoC had changed to docetaxel plus ADT. As a result, the 
control arm in STAMPEDE was updated to be docetaxel 
plus ADT. If the choice of treatment in the control arm 
needs to be updated, it is recommended to pause the trial 
until the protocol, the statistical analysis plan (SAP), and the 
informed consent documents are modified to include the new 
SoC as the control. When a master protocol trial involves 
different lines of experimental treatments, the corresponding 
SoC may be different. A master protocol may allow multiple 
common control arms in this situation. The GBM-AGILE 
study is an example of such [25]. In certain cases, the com-
mon control may be investigator’s choice if there are more 
than one SoC available. The proportions of investigator’s 
choice arms could be prespecified and may be determined 
by regions, feasibility, or other design considerations, e.g., 
budget, desired efficacy improvements, and safety profiles 
of the controls.

Consider a platform trial in a perpetual manner with a 
common control arm. For a new treatment arm added after 
the start of the platform trial, at the time of the analysis, 
there would be data from the common control arm that 
were enrolled prior to the addition of the new treatment 
arm which is called non-concurrent control. Even though 
non-concurrent control patients were enrolled under the 
same inclusion/exclusion criteria, due to the non-con-
current randomization, baseline characteristics may not 
be balanced between the non-concurrent control and the 
experimental treatment. It is also possible that due to 
potential changes in medical practice, there may be drift 
in population that results in better or worse outcomes for 
the control arm over time. Lee and Wason [62] conducted 
simulations to show that the use of non-concurrent control 
may inflate type I error but may be beneficial for estima-
tion if the concern of drift is small. Using non-concurrent 
control or not in a platform trial aiming for market reg-
istration purpose was discussed in a forum organized by 
the ASA BIOP Statistical Methods in Oncology Scientific 
Working Group in coordination with the US FDA Oncol-
ogy Center of Excellence [63]. A general consensus is to 
only include the concurrent randomized control data in 
the comparison with the corresponding experimental arm 
for confirmatory trials with registrations purposes, with 
analysis including all controls as potentially sensitivity 
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analysis [42]. In situations like rare diseases where it is 
challenging to conduct a large clinical trial, it would be 
more acceptable to use all available control arm data by 
including non-concurrent control, after careful evaluation 
of the heterogeneity of the control arm data over time. 
Statistical models such as Normal Dynamic Linear Model 
(NDLM) [64, 65] considering potential heterogeneity over 
time may be considered when non-concurrent controls are 
used.

Another practical consideration about common control 
is the complexity that the inclusion/exclusion criteria in a 
platform trial may not always be the same for all experi-
mental agents. If an experimental treatment arm requires 
additional inclusion/exclusion criteria, the comparability of 
the common control group must be assessed in these situa-
tions. This may happen when additional inclusion/exclusion 
to an experimental agent are needed for safety considera-
tions as the safety of the trial participants must always be 
deemed paramount. In these cases, the implications on the 
comparability of the arms should be carefully considered 
and accounted for in the analyses. In cases where these 
factors are not associated with efficacy outcomes, one can 
still pool common control arms for comparison. In other 
cases, however, when there are potential risks that these fac-
tors may be associated with efficacy outcomes, the control 
comparison could be specified to include only those con-
trol patients that meet the experimental agent’s additional 
inclusion/exclusion criteria. Regardless, as elaborated in 
later sections, additional inclusion/exclusion criteria should 
be limited to cases with clear and acceptable justifications 
such as safety considerations to reduce complications as 
mentioned above as well as other operational complications 
such as randomizations.

In some therapeutic areas such as psychiatry, differ-
ent investigational drugs may be from different routes of 
administration while maintaining blinding to reduce placebo 
effect is crucial, patients may be randomized between an 
active arm and its corresponding placebo-matched control 
in the same route of administration. This creates a common 
placebo-control arm from a mixture of routes of administra-
tion. If a placebo is highly unlikely to affect the efficacy, the 
primary analysis could use the full common control arm 
pooling across placebo types. There could be concerns in 
some settings with a more subjective endpoint that routes 
of administration could have either a positive or negative 
effect. The primary analysis could include covariate adjust-
ment for different routes of administration or still propose 
to pool across placebo types and assess the impact of dif-
ferent placebos in a prespecified sensitivity analysis. The 
DIAN-TU (Dominantly Inherited Alzheimer Network Trial) 
trial (NCT01760005) is an example that included multiple 
experimental arms with different routes of administration 
and its paired placebo-control. The primary analysis of this 

trial pooled the control patients across all routes of admin-
istrations [66].

Data Sharing and Transparency

Many platform trials are collaborated by multiple spon-
sors to maximize its operational efficiency and is usually 
set up and conducted by a contracting research organization 
(CRO). The ownership, sharing, and use of data from a plat-
form trial should be specified and agreed upon by all trial 
stakeholders at the outset. What is shared, who it is shared 
with, and when it is shared each have different considera-
tions. COVID R&D Alliance set up some examples how 
summary-level and individual-level data can be shared [67].

When an experimental arm graduates from a platform 
trial, the sponsor of that experimental arm would receive the 
individual-level data for patients in their experimental arm 
as well as in the corresponding control arm included in their 
final analysis. The datasets used for the final analysis, could 
potentially be used to plan a future study, or for registration 
purposes. Disclosing trial data to the trial’s stakeholders 
should be held as confidential and should not impose any 
risk of maintaining the blinding of the remaining arms of 
the study or any operational bias.

In addition to the individual-level data sharing with trial 
stakeholders, the trial could also share summary data on the 
common control arm with the public. For example, as trial 
results are published, the observed aggregated results of the 
common control arm to date may be included in the publica-
tion. Public release of data summaries has potential risk to 
impact the blind for ongoing or future experimental arms. If 
a sponsor is provided with blinded or pooled safety or effi-
cacy data, but the performance of the common control arm 
is known, it is possible to derive some estimates of safety or 
efficacy of the ongoing arm. Therefore, knowledge of safety 
and efficacy, even in the pooled fashion, of ongoing arms in 
the platform should be restricted to mitigate this risk.

Cautions must be made when releasing de-identified 
patient-level data in a platform trial to the public. Patient-
level data can be made known either through displays of 
individual-level data, such as the trajectory of each patient’s 
outcomes over time or by contributing to publicly available 
datasets. When any given experimental arm is completed, 
there may be common control arm patients included in an 
arm’s analysis that are still active in the platform’s follow-up 
and the data from the ongoing and complete common control 
patients may be included in the primary analysis of future 
experimental agents. To avoid the risk that any single patient 
still active in the trial could be identified and the blind for 
that patient broken, patient-level data should not be made 
available to the public prior to the completion of the trial.

In making the performance of the common control arm 
public, there is another potential risk: a future experimental 
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arm added to the platform trial could use the publically 
available common control data to select a subgroup that per-
formed more poorly than expected and propose to evaluate 
the new experimental agent in that subgroup. This behav-
ior would impact the power, type I error and interpretation 
of the results for that future comparison. If the historical 
patients experienced a randomly poor set of outcomes, then 
including them in the analysis has the potential to make the 
control arm separate more from the experimental arm. How-
ever, the structure and the perpetual nature of platform trial 
can mitigate this to some extent. The platform trial should 
have a set of the general inclusion/exclusion criteria with 
limitations on additional inclusion/exclusion criteria for effi-
cacy for any particular experimental treatment. With this 
approach, additional inclusion/exclusion criteria should 
be limited to cases with clear and acceptable justifications 
such as safety considerations to ensure homogeneity of the 
population across multiple treatment arms. An arm selection 
committee (ASC) set up for some platform trials has been 
used to govern the inclusion and prioritization of new arms, 
and further guide new experimental arm-specific protocol 
Appendix including topics such as arm-specific inclusion/
exclusion criteria. Second, if the platform trial is perpetual, 
additional control arm data are constantly accruing. If the 
historical outcomes are randomly poor, the additional data 
is likely to bring the results back toward the true underlying 
rates. For a planned analysis that only includes concurrent 
control, it would be very difficult to leverage any advan-
tage in a future randomized comparison from knowing the 
performance of controls already, as any future comparisons 
would have the protection of randomization. If the planned 
analysis includes non-concurrent controls, prespecified sen-
sitivity analyses that include only concurrent controls should 
be considered.

Type I Error Consideration in Confirmatory Platform 
Trials

There have been long debates whether overall study level 
type I error control is required for platform trials. A recent 
open forum have discussed this topic thoroughly between 
pharmaceutical industries and regulators [59]. It is in gen-
eral consensus that controlling type I error would be needed 
if different treatment arms are for a single claim or related 
objectives, while individual arm may be able to have the full 
alpha if different treatment arms have their own objectives. 
For example, if both drug X and add-on of drug X + SOC 
are studied with the goal to select either the monotherapy 
or the combination, two experimental arms are considered 
for the same claim and multiplicity adjustment is needed 
between these two arms. If drug X and drug Y are two dif-
ferent drugs with different mechanisms of action (MOA) 
with different intents for efficacy and safety evaluation, their 

claims and evaluations are unrelated and multiplicity adjust-
ment is not required. With a common control, the chance 
of falsely declaring at least one experimental arm positive 
is smaller than that when separate two-arm trials are con-
ducted with its own control arm [50, 68], while the chance 
of falsely declaring more than one experimental arm positive 
simultaneously is larger [42]. Supplementary Material 2 pro-
vides more elaborated debates on type I error consideration 
in platform trials.

Regulatory Considerations

About Tumor Agnostic Indications

Using basket trial to demonstrate that the drug is effica-
cious based on the molecular signature, regardless of tumor 
types in Oncology may lead to tumor agnostic indications. 
KEYNOTE-158 is an example of such biomarker driven 
clinical trials that ended up with two tumor agnostic indica-
tions in regulatory approvals, one for microsatellite insta-
bility (MSI)-high solid tumors and the other is for tissue 
mutational burden (TMB)- high solid tumors [21, 69]. All 
the existing studies leading to tumor agnostic approval are 
accelerated approval based on the estimates of the efficacy 
instead of hypothesis testing. As most of the tumor agnostic 
indications are targeting last line patients, regulatory agen-
cies (mainly FDA) may allow evaluating the study results 
based on the observed substantial objective response rate 
(ORR) and the duration of response (DoR) in an accelerated 
approval setting. Further requirements to convert the accel-
erated approval to full approval [70] include the following 
aspects in common: (1) To ensure the quality of the response 
data, response evaluation must be based on independent cen-
tral review. (2) Additional number of patients are required 
in some specific tumor types to confirm the initial efficacy 
evaluation; (3) All responding patients are required to be fol-
lowed for at least 12–24 months from the onset of response 
to attain more robust evaluation on the durability of response 
in absence of a clinical endpoint like overall survival which 
is not reliable in single-arm setting. It appears to us that the 
agency is looking for solid evidence of ORR, DoR and safety 
from a drug that can be evaluated in broader tumor types 
supported by scientific foundations on mechanism of action.

About Cross‑Treatment Comparisons 
in Confirmatory Platform Trials

It is a general concern for pharmaceutical companies to be 
part of a platform trial where potential cross-treatment com-
parisons may be made available when multiple experimen-
tal treatments are included in one study, while the platform 
study was not set up for nor powered for between treatment 
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comparisons. In fact, the focus of a platform trial is to com-
pare each experimental treatment with the control or just 
establish the activity of the experimental arm if no control 
arm is present. It is also not of regulatory agencies’ interest 
to obtain information about cross-treatment comparisons for 
market approvals for legal reasons. The main interest is if the 
drug is efficacious and safe compared to SoC and that should 
be the only hypothesis for testing [1]. However, it may be a 
payer’s interest to understand the comparisons across multi-
ple on-market treatments for reimbursement purposes.

Some European (EU) Regulatory Feedback 
on Confirmatory Platform Trials

In a platform trial setting, the authors noticed from their 
experiences that EU regulatory seems to prefer a prespeci-
fied duration of the trial and number of sub-studies that 
may be entered to a completely open platform trial with-
out pre-defined ending; In addition, EU regulators seem to 
have reservations on using simulations to control type I error 
while analytical procedures seem to be more preferred. On 
the other hand, when the study design gets so complex that 
analytical procedures may not be readily available, Adap-
tive Designs for Clinical Trials of Drugs and Biologics: 
Guidance for Industry on practical guidance acknowledges 
in those situations simulations are an acceptable tool to 
demonstrate type I error is properly controlled [71]. Worth 
mentioning, to ease part of the regulatory concern that it is 
only practically possible to simulate finite number of plau-
sible scenarios on nuisance parameters before trial conduct, 
sponsors may offer to provide simulations to the agency dur-
ing the trial conduct when more trial operational nuisance 
parameters are known, such as actual accrual patterns, avail-
ability of treatment to be included in the platform trial, etc., 
especially when type I error rate may be suspected to exceed 
the desired level based on certain monotonicity assumptions 
[72].

Discussions

The emergence of master protocols is paradigm shift for 
sponsors, regulatory agencies, policy makers, payers and 
the patients. In this article, the authors from ASA biophar-
maceutical section oncology SWG master protocol sub-team 
have shared experiences together, focused on highlighting 
some practical considerations relevant to such an innovative 
trial design framework.

Despite all the advantages that a master protocol frame-
work may offer to the sponsors and the stakeholders, 
like everything else, there are some limitations. Master 
protocol trials, in many cases come with increased com-
plexity in trial designs, prolonged preparation periods, 

non-standardized operational processes, expanded uncer-
tainties from regulatory endorsement perspective, chal-
lenging trial monitoring processes, complex statistical 
analyses and interpretations, which in return may lead to 
reduced efficiency in some situations. Furthermore, when 
the master protocol involves portfolio prioritizations 
leading directly to registration intention, pharmaceutic 
sponsors are cautious about its strategic implications and 
whether it is the optimal approach. Typically the deci-
sion of prioritizing which treatment/investigational drug 
or combination to continue to the confirmatory stage in 
a pharmaceutical company’s portfolio is a multifaceted 
decision, including clinical efficacy, safety, internal avail-
able assets, external competitive landscape, development 
cost, manufacturing, value and access, marketing, etc. In 
the setting of a Phase II/III master protocol trial, selecting 
which treatment arm(s) or/and indication(s) to move on to 
Phase III confirmatory stage must rely on some prespeci-
fied rules which are mainly based on clinical efficacy and 
safety. The fact that these rules have to be implemented 
and governed by an independent body while sponsors are 
blinded to the treatment-level data throughout the conduct 
of the Phase II and Phase III portion of the trial may lead 
to suboptimal decisions on the prioritization of internal 
assets, while a different decision may be made under a tra-
ditional program outside the master protocol framework. 
That might be part of the reasons that Phase II/III master 
protocol trials are not widely utilized for market registra-
tion by individual pharmaceutical companies. Non-profit 
organization sponsored platform trials, on the other hand, 
may design Phase II/III trials with market registration 
intentions as they usually collaborate with various com-
panies while designing such a trial so internal portfolio 
prioritization would not be a concern. For smaller com-
panies that do not have a large portfolio, participating in 
the platform trials managed by the non-profit organization 
would also be a better choice to gain efficiency and cost 
savings for their phase III program.

Bertz et al. [73] used the analogy that an adaptive design 
in clinical trials is like a swiss army knife, while we believe 
in our case the same analogy fits for master protocol designs. 
The master protocol framework is most suitable when mul-
tiple experimental treatments and/or multiple diseases are 
to be developed without a clear priority or path forward for 
one treatment or indication. On the other hand, if a clinical 
development program team has a clear focus on one com-
pound and/or one indication based on sufficiently promising 
preliminary data, the utilization of a master protocol frame-
work may not be the most efficient approach, just like using 
a swiss army knife to perform a heavy paper cutting job. In 
practice, the efficiency of drug development has never been 
a one size fits all situation. It requires much scrutiny and 
cross-functional efforts to decide the most efficient approach 
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in a drug development program for a particular team, at a 
particular time of the development era that many believe is 
science with a tremendous amount of art aspects.
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